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SUMMARY
1. As rivers and streams are patchy and strongly hierarchical systems, a hierarchical patch dynamics perspective can be used as a framework for visualising interactions between structure and function in fluvial landscapes. The perspective is useful for addressing fundamental attributes of lotic ecosystems, such as heterogeneity, hierarchy, directionality and process feedback occurring across spatial scales and for illustrating spatio-temporal linkages between disparate concepts in lotic system ecology such as the River Continuum Concept, the Serial Discontinuity Concept, the Flood Pulse Concept and the Hyporheic Corridor Concept.
2. At coarse spatial scales, the hierarchical patch dynamics perspective describes each river network as a unique, patchy discontinuum from headwaters to mouth. The discontinuum is comprised of a longitudinal series of alternating stream segments with different geomorphological structures. Each confluence in the stream network further punctuates the discontinuum because the sudden change in stream characteristics can create a ‘gap’ in the expected pattern of downstream transitions. The discontinuum view recognises general trends in habitat characteristics along the longitudinal profile, but creates a framework for studying and understanding the ecological importance of each stream’s individual pattern of habitat transitions along longitudinal, lateral or vertical vectors at any scale.
3. Object-oriented modelling and programming techniques provide a means for developing robust, quantitative simulation models that describe the dynamic structure of patch hierarchies. Such models can simulate how the structure and function of lotic ecosystems are influenced by the landscape context of the system (the ecological conditions within which the system is set) and the metastructure (structural characteristics and juxtaposition) of finer-scale patches comprising the system.
4. A simple object-oriented, multiscale, discontinuum model of solute transformation and biological response along a stream channel illustrates how changing the branching pattern of a stream and the arrangement of its component patches along the downstream profile will result in substantial changes in predicted patterns of solute concentration and biotic community structure.
5. The importance of context, structure, and metastructure in determining lotic ecosystem function serves to underscore Hynes’ (1975) concept that ‘every stream is likely to be individual.’ Advancing the discipline of fluvial landscape ecology provides an excellent opportunity to develop general concepts and tools that address the individual character of each stream network and integrate the concept of ‘uniqueness within the river discontinuum’ into our ecological understanding of rivers and streams.
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In every respect the valley rules the stream. Its rock dominates the availability of ions, its soil, its clay, even its slope. The soil and the climate determine the vegetation, and the vegetation rules the supply of organic matter. The particulate nitrate and phosphate control the decay of the litter, and hence lie right at the root of the food cycle... These relationships... make it clear that every stream is likely to be individual and thus not really very easily classifiable.’ Hynes (1975)

Introduction
More than a decade ago, Pringle et al. (1988) and Townsend (1989) described how the concept of patch dynamics from the field of landscape ecology might be adapted to address basic questions in lotic system ecology. About 5 years later, Malanson (1993) published a text linking lotic system ecology with principles derived from landscape ecology, and recently Johnson & Gage (1997) provided a review of landscape ecology tools and techniques and their applicability to lentic and lotic systems. At the same time, the vocabulary and techniques of landscape ecology have permeated the literature on lotic system ecology (e.g. Hunsaker & Levine, 1995; Allan, Erickson & Fay, 1997; Johnson & Gage, 1997; Tabacchi et al., 1998). The integration of landscape and lotic system ecology is complete enough to include computer models that simulate floodplain patch succession dynamics (Chiarello et al., 1998) and the effects of lotic system patch structure on dependent processes (D’Angelo et al., 1997; Band et al., 2000; Poole, 2000). Along with the application of landscape ecology principles to fluvial ecosystems has come a widely held view of fluvial landscapes as multiscaled nested hierarchies of interactive terrestrial and aquatic elements (Frissell et al., 1986; Townsend, 1996), where elements are defined as the basic, relatively homogenous units (patches) observable within a landscape at a given spatial scale.

While the emerging fluvial landscape perspective recognises the need for integration across scales and existing disciplines (e.g. Fisher, 1997; Fisher, Grimm & Gomez, 1998; Wiens, 2002), fluvial landscape ecology has not yet developed as a distinct integrative field of study. As a discipline, fluvial landscape ecology would fulfil research needs by focusing on the integration of concepts such as pattern, process, hierarchy, scale, directionality and connectivity to derive relationships between system structure and system function in fluvial landscapes (Wiens, 2002). Although fluvial landscapes can contain elements that are usually more terrestrial than aquatic (e.g. floodplain patches, gravel bars, wood deposits), the foundational skills needed to address questions relevant to fluvial landscapes are different from those needed to address terrestrial landscapes (Fig. 1). The differences are more than semantic. For instance, fundamentally different processes drive disturbance regimes in fluvial landscapes versus terrestrial systems. Therefore, although fluvial landscape ecology attempts to deal with issues similar to those found in terrestrial landscapes (Wiens, 2002), fluvial landscapes operate and structure themselves according to a particular set of rules (Townsend, 1996). Without careful consideration of the differences between fluvial and terrestrial

Fig. 1 A comparison of foundational disciplines for (a) the fields of landscape ecology, and (b) fluvial landscape ecology. Hydrology, fluvial geomorphology, and stream ecology are the integral scientific underpinning of fluvial landscape ecology, making fluvial landscape ecology a fundamentally different field of study from landscape ecology.

landscape dynamics, direct application of tools developed for terrestrial landscapes may obfuscate rather than reveal underlying dynamics and relationships in fluvial landscapes. Therefore, the study of fluvial landscapes will require concepts and landscape analysis tools developed within a framework based on lotic ecosystem dynamics.

This paper presents a general framework for the discipline of fluvial landscape ecology. The framework combines patch dynamics (Turner, 1989; Forman, 1995) and hierarchy theory (Allen & Starr, 1982) by utilising a hierarchical patch dynamics (HPD) perspective (Wu & Loucks, 1995). The framework integrates and expands upon existing hierarchical classification schemes for surface (Frissell et al., 1986) and ground-water (Dent, Grimm & Fisher, 2001; Malard et al., 2002) components of lotic systems and, by building on Townsend’s (1996) idea of a ‘catchment hierarchy’, provides a means for: (1) relating and integrating major concepts in lotic system ecology, (2) documenting and explaining the importance of interactions between landscape elements (patches) across spatial scales, and (3) guiding the development of the next generation of lotic ecosystem simulation models. The framework focuses on the fact that rivers form a patchy discontinuum from headwaters to mouth and attempts to integrate the ecological relevance of the discontinuum by highlighting the importance of uniqueness (Hynes, 1975) in fluvial landscapes.

Hierarchical structure and trans-scale processes

Patterns and processes in lotic landscapes are strongly oriented to the direction of downstream water movement (Ward, 1989; Townsend, 1996). Directionality is so pervasive in lotic ecosystems that system structure and ecological connectivity within the system are generally divided into longitudinal, lateral and vertical vectors (Ward, 1989; Ward & Stanford, 1995).

At any point in the system, the patterns and processes occurring along each vector and the relative magnitude of each vector may be remarkably different. Townsend (1996) describes how the ‘variation in linkage strengths within the catchment hierarchy’ is driven by changes in the structure of patches along a river’s downstream profile (see also Stanford & Ward, 1993; Ward & Stanford, 1995; Ward, 1997). Townsend (1996) further describes how the applicability of different river ecology concepts changes with the relative magnitude of connectivity vectors – the river continuum concept (Vannote et al., 1980; Sedell, Richey & Swanson, 1989) is applicable to constrained streams where longitudinal linkages are strong, but the flood pulse concept (Junk, Bayley & Sparks, 1989; Tockner, Malard, & Ward, 2000) and hyporheic corridor concept (Stanford & Ward, 1993) are appropriate in unconstrained reaches where geomorphological structure facilitates lateral and vertical linkages. The serial discontinuity concept (Ward & Stanford, 1983, 1995; Stanford, Hauer & Ward, 1988) also can be integrated into a catchment hierarchy because discontinuities are represented as boundaries between adjacent river segments that differ markedly in geomorphological structure and therefore connectivity. Importantly, rather than view the river as a continuum from headwaters to mouth, Townsend’s (1996) ‘catchment hierarchy’ recognises that the downstream variation in stream segment structure ultimately determines the pattern of change in the extent of lateral and vertical connectivity along the river. From a catchment hierarchy view, it seems logical that rearranging the patches along a river’s course will change the ecological dynamics of the system even if the relative proportion of patch-types in the system remains the same (Fisher et al., 1998).

Within a patch hierarchy, several neighbouring landscape elements (patches) delineated at a given spatial scale will be amalgamated into a single encompassing element if observed at a coarser spatial scale. Similarly, any one of those original elements can be subdivided into several component elements if observed at a finer spatial scale (Forman, 1995). For instance, in Fig. 2, any stream reach is one of several adjacent reaches that resides within a specific stream segment (the reach’s encompassing element), and always contains a collection of habitat units (the reach’s component elements).

Processes, on the other hand, can span spatial scales. These trans-scale linkages (Fig. 3) create, modify, or destroy the structure or function of elements within the hierarchical patch matrix (Urban, O’Neill & Shugart, 1987; Picket et al., 1989). When processes are influenced by patch structure, juxtaposition or functions at coarse scales, but influence patch structure, juxtaposition or function at finer scales, they can be considered top-down trans-scale processes. Ecological disturbances (floods, fire, wind, etc.) are examples, because they are often
influenced by the system’s context (encompassing element structure), and influence the internal structure of the system (component element structure and juxtaposition). When processes are influenced by fine-scale patch structure, juxtaposition or function, but influence patch structure, juxtaposition or function at coarser scales, they can be considered \textit{bottom-up} \textit{trans-scale} processes. Succession within ecosystems is an example, e.g. a stand of trees on a floodplain (the encompassing element) is converted from a pioneer to climax community by the replacement of individual trees (the component elements).

Ecologists have been articulating the importance of hierarchical linkages between ecosystem elements at different scales since at least the 1980s (e.g. Allen & Starr, 1982; Urban et al., 1987; Turner, 1989) and those same concepts have more recently been applied to lotic ecosystems (Frissell et al., 1986; Townsend, 1996; Allan & Johnson, 1997; Ward, 1997, 1998; Montgomery, 1999). Yet, the concepts have often been applied as a means of identifying the ‘appropriate’ scale at which to assess a given set of dynamics and understanding how the juxtaposition of patches at that scale may influence ecosystem dynamics. Functional linkages between patches \textit{across} spatial scales have received light treatment.

On the other hand, fluvial geomorphologists began addressing \textit{trans-scale} linkages several decades ago (e.g. Schumm, 1977; Church & Mark, 1980; Chorley, Schumm & Sugden, 1984). Recent trends towards finer-scale studies in geomorphology have been described as a shift from description to explanation (Lane, 1995; Lane & Richards, 1997), thereby underscoring the importance of bottom-up, \textit{trans-scale} processes in geomorphology (e.g. Friend, 1993). Today, the concept of bottom-up and top-down \textit{trans-scale} linkages provides a foundation for understanding geomorphological dynamics of fluvial landscapes and their interactions with biological communities (Montgomery, 1999; Poole, 2000). Many geomorphological studies and concepts now address dynamics and
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\caption{A three-dimensional patch hierarchy for lotic systems (based on Frissell et al., 1986; Dent et al., 2001). Labels for elements at each hierarchical level are merely illustrative because systems can be decomposed according to a variety of criteria (see O’Neill et al., 1986).}
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\caption{Top-down and bottom-up relationships between encompassing and component elements as mediated by \textit{trans-scale} processes.}
\end{figure}
structures at multiple spatio-temporal scales (e.g. Church, 1995; Bisson & Montgomery, 1996; Walsh, Butler & Malanson, 1998; Arscott, Tockner & Ward, 2000; Newson & Newson, 2000; Prosser, et al., 2001; Malard, et al., 2002).

Combining ecological and geomorphological perspectives on lotic ecosystem structure and function will result in improved but complex conceptualisations of fluvial landscape dynamics that integrate knowledge across disciplines and across spatio-temporal scales (e.g., Fig. 4). Ultimately, supporting or refuting the resulting conceptualisations will require us to identify and understand the functional trans-scale linkages between various ecosystem elements, and determine how the context, structure and juxtaposition of elements in the fluvial landscape influence those linkages.

In a patch hierarchy, the structure, arrangement and juxtaposition of a patch’s component elements – a concept I term metastructure – is a critical factor determining the function and behaviour of the patch. Because metastructure refers to the spatial interrelationships among a group of elements, the concept can be applied to that group. However, the concept is perhaps most useful when viewed as a distinct structural characteristic of the single element that encompasses those patches at a coarser scale. For example, we might consider the pattern of alternating canyon and floodplain segments observed within a stream network as the metastructure contained within the stream network. Similarly, an observed juxtaposition of habitat units contained within a stream reach is the metastructure contained within the reach.

The metastructure contained within an element will influence the function, character, or operation of that element within the landscape. As metastructure is altered by creating, modifying or destroying individual component elements, and because the persistence of individual component elements is typically shorter than that of the element itself (Table 1), the metastructure contained within an element is apt to be dynamic within the lifetime of the element, while other structural characteristics of the element may remain static. Thus, although an element may persist on the landscape for a given period of time, the ecological function of that element may change, in part as a function of bottom-up influences driven by

Fig. 4 A conceptualisation of biocomplexity and fluvial landscape dynamics on river floodplains. Text size represents relative spatial and temporal scales; large text represents coarse spatial and long temporal scales, small text connotes fine spatial and short temporal scales. Solid arrows represent linkages driven predominantly by physical processes and dashed arrows represent biogeochemical interactions. Thin dashed ovals represent feedback mechanisms studied primarily by specific academic disciplines shown in italic text within each oval.
changes in the metastructure contained within the element. Within a dynamic hierarchy, then, the concept of metastructure provides a means to describe the bottom-up processes that influence an element’s ecological function, just as the more commonly used concept of context describes top-down influences on an element’s function.

The utility of discerning top-down (contextual) influences from bottom-up (metastructural) influences is illustrated by Figs 3 and 4. The interplay between top-down and bottom-up processes forms feedback loops that operate across spatial scales within complex, hierarchical systems. Thus, identifying top-down and bottom-up process facilitates functional descriptions of feedback loops, a critical step in understanding trans-scale dynamics and overall behaviour of complex systems (O’Neill et al., 1986; Kay, 2000).

As the behaviour of each coarser-scale element within the hierarchy simultaneously influences and is influenced by the dynamics of finer-scale elements (Fig. 3), the concepts of context and metastructure provide a means for understanding how the unique multiscaled hierarchical physical structure of any river network may influence functioning of each nested
element within a lotic ecosystem as well as the lotic ecosystem as a whole (Townsend, 1996). For instance, cumulative effects of land use on in-stream habitat (e.g., Cedarholm, Reid & Salo, 1981; Bisson et al., 1992; Megahan, Ptoyondy & Seyedbagheri, 1992; Roth, Allen & Erickson, 1996; Allan et al., 1997) can be viewed as a problem involving linkages across spatial scales; first bottom-up (identifying and documenting the additive or synergistic effects of individual land use activities on stream networks) and then top-down (understanding how the resulting changes across stream networks affect site-specific habitat conditions within the stream). Understanding these types of spatially explicit, hierarchical relationships and developing tools to study them provides an appropriate focus for the 'fluvial landscape ecologist' and may ultimately engender a view of lotic ecosystems that specifically incorporates the concepts of context, metastructure and uniqueness into our basic view of fluvial systems.

A hierarchical patch dynamics view

Addressing trans-scale linkages in lotic ecosystems requires a formal framework for integrating the concepts of patch mosaics and dynamics from landscape ecology with concepts derived from hierarchy theory. Current understanding of patch mosaics and patch dynamics has been developed by landscape ecologists predominantly by studying terrestrial and intertidal ecosystems at specific spatial scales (Levin, Steele & Powell, 1993; Forman, 1995). The patch dynamics perspective decomposes landscapes into elements (patches), which are 'relatively homogeneous unit[s] recognised in a mosaic at any scale' (Forman, 1995).

Hierarchy theory has been developed as part of general systems theory (Pattee, 1973). Systems ecologists have applied the theory to understand and explain ecosystem behaviour (Allen & Starr, 1982; O’Neill et al., 1986). Hierarchy theory decomposes systems into nested subsystems, often based on differences in process rates between the subsystems (O’Neill et al., 1986). Each subsystem can be considered a complete system when viewed at a finer spatial or temporal scale within the hierarchy.

Wu & Loucks (1995) describe a HPD perspective, which melds patch dynamics and hierarchy theory. The HPD perspective views ecological systems as nested, discontinuous hierarchies of patch mosaics (Kotliar & Wiens, 1990; Holling, 1992). This view provides an excellent framework for understanding and studying trans-scale linkages in fluvial landscapes and a more formalised hierarchical construct for applying relevant concepts such as Townsend’s (1996) catchment hierarchy, Poff’s (1997) landscape filters and Montgomery’s (1999) process domains.

A widely applied hierarchical classification of lotic ecosystems (Frissell et al., 1986) can be expanded based on the HPD perspective to include both terrestrial and aquatic components of fluvial landscapes and integrated with the hierarchy of surface- and groundwater exchange described by Dent et al. (2001). This results in a hierarchical, spatially explicit, three-dimensional fluvial landscape classification scheme (Fig. 2, Table 1) that is dynamic with time. The classification scheme incorporates aquatic, terrestrial and subsurface landscape elements, thereby providing a means of formally integrating critical aspects of lotic ecosystems – including hierarchy, structure, trans-scale processes and directionality – with patch dynamics and other concepts from landscape ecology.

The HPD perspective can be envisioned using a hierarchy of element (patch) mosaics linked by trans-scale physical and biological processes (Fig. 5). Individual landscape elements (middle) are shown below their encompassing element and above a component element. If the middle elements in Fig. 5 represent...
stream reaches, the encompassing element would be a stream segment and the component elements a collection of floodplain and channel habitat units (pool, riffle, bars, etc.; Table 1; Fig. 2).

When representing a lotic ecosystem as a hierarchical patch mosaic, the physical structure of any element is influenced both by the structural context provided by the encompassing element and by the metastructure of component elements (e.g. hierarchical interactions described by Maridet et al., 1998; Montgomery et al., 1999; Baxter & Hauer, 2000; Pinay et al., 2000; Rot, Naiman & Bilby, 2000; Dent et al., 2001; Heritage, Charlton & O'Regan, 2001; Ward & Tockner, 2001). Structural context wholly determines some structural characteristics of an element, but merely limits the expressed range of other characteristics. For example, from the time the overall structure of a stream reach is created to the time it is destroyed, the slope of the reach (a structural characteristic) is often fixed by the structural context provided by the encompassing stream segment. In contrast, within the same time frame, the streambed topography, local sinuosity, width and depth of a reach will be constrained by structural context, but may vary spatially and temporally within those constraints. The precise expression of these variable characteristics is strongly influenced by the metastructure contained within the element (e.g. the local sinuosity, width and depth of a stream reach are influenced by the juxtaposition and structure of component channel and floodplain habitat units within the reach).

The HPD perspective (Wu & Loucks, 1995) is well suited to addressing hierarchy, structure, trans-scale dynamics, and directionality in lotic ecosystems. Stream networks can be decomposed into a hierarchy of structural elements in three dimensions (e.g. Fig. 2). At any one scale, individual elements are influenced by the interplay between their context (provided by the encompassing element), the metastructure of component elements, and the trans-scale processes that link the structures within the hierarchy (Kay, 2000). The flexibility and generality of this view is illustrated by Fig. 6, where the ecosystem dynamics described by existing concepts in stream ecology are diagrammed using trans-scale processes that link elements within physical and biotic community hierarchies.

While Fig. 6 represents an over-simplification of the diagrammed concepts, the figure reveals relationships between these concepts that otherwise are not obvious. For instance, while the river continuum concept, serial discontinuity concept, flood pulse concept and hyporheic corridor concept all make predictions about ecological connectivity and biotic response as a function of physical stream structure, they address these interactions at different spatial and temporal scales within the hierarchy. The river continuum concept and serial discontinuity concept address community structure as a function of longitudinal connectivity at the same hierarchical scales (network and segment scales). In both concepts, longitudinal connectivity is influenced by transitions in stream structure that occur between stream segments. A major difference, however, is that that river continuum concept assumes that the stream segment metastructure contained within the network forms a continuum, while the serial discontinuity concept focuses on those abrupt transitions between adjacent stream segments with dissimilar physical structure (e.g. canyon to floodplain, lake or reservoir to stream). In contrast, the flood pulse concept and the hyporheic corridor concept address lotic ecosystem function at finer spatial scales (segment to habitat unit) and focus on lateral and vertical connectivity as drivers of community structure and dynamics.

Once each concept’s vectors and scales are explicitly identified, the four concepts fit together to illustrate how context, structure and metastructure of hierarchical elements within the stream network influence ecosystem dynamics by determining the relative importance of longitudinal, lateral and vertical connectivity at any given location across a number of spatial scales [Fig. 7a; see Townsend (1996) for further discussion]. Fig. 7a presents an integration of stream ecology concepts that suggests reach-scale community structure is influenced by carbon and nutrient dynamics upstream, on the floodplain and in the groundwater. Biogeochemical processes driving these dynamics occur across multiple spatial scales. The biological community structure in a stream segment is driven by the forms of carbon and nutrients delivered along longitudinal, lateral and vertical connectivity vectors (solid arrows, Fig. 7b), but the relative importance of each vector at any point in the stream network is influenced by the physical structure of the stream at multiple scales (dashed arrows, Fig. 7b). This suggests that a stream segment’s physical context, structure and metastructure are important considerations for understanding which connectivity...
vectors (lateral, longitudinal, or vertical) will be primary drivers of biotic community composition at any location within the stream. Therefore, the context, structure and metastructure of a stream segment will determine when and how well the different concepts in stream ecology will apply to the stream segment (Townsend, 1996). Simply put, when a stream’s structure encourages lateral or vertical connectivity (e.g. floodplain systems), aquatic communities are apt to be structured by lateral and vertical processes such as those described in the flood pulse concept and the hyporheic corridor concept. When the physical structure of a stream limits lateral and vertical connectivity (e.g. bedrock confined system), aquatic communities are apt to respond to upstream processing, as described in the river continuum concept and serial discontinuity concept. These stream ecology concepts, however, highlight different ends of various spectra. In reality, most stream networks contain segments that alternate inhibit or enhance lateral and vertical connectivity. Fig. 7b suggests that biotic communities will respond in complex and interdependent ways to downstream and localised changes and variation in lateral, vertical, and longitudinal connectivity (e.g. Ward et al., 1998; Ward & Tockner, 2001). Although variation in connectivity vectors occurs over multiple time-scales, the physical template of the stream system mediates this variation. If the physical template can be described and understood by defining the context, structure and metastructure of elements within each stream’s unique physical hierarchy, complex biotic community responses might be explained.

The arrows shown in Fig. 7c (i.e. those missing from Fig. 7a) suggest that bottom-up influences in the physical hierarchy and biological feedback that affect stream structure are not addressed by the river continuum concept, serial discontinuity concept, flood pulse concept and hyporheic corridor concept. Even so, many examples of these linkages are understood well. As described earlier, geomorphologists have documented bottom-up physical dynamics in stream channels that ultimately influence channel pattern and
network structure. Similarly, the roles of large woody debris (Sedell & Froggatt, 1984; Triska, 1984; Gurnell \textit{et al.}, 2002), beaver (\textit{Castor canadensis}) (Naiman, Johnston, & Kelley, 1988) and even biological perturbation (Ward \textit{et al.}, 1998) in structuring stream environments are examples of how biotic communities affect the physical structure of a stream that are essentially ignored by current stream ecology concepts. Fig. 7 illustrates how a HPD view of fluvial landscapes provides an opportunity to build upon existing concepts in river ecology, integrate additional knowledge from stream ecology and other disciplines (especially the critical influences of bottom-up linkages) and understand how each stream’s unique patch hierarchy will ultimately affect that stream’s ecology.

The river discontinuum

A continuum is defined as ‘a continuous extent, succession, or whole, no part of which can be distinguished from neighbouring parts except by arbitrary division’ (\textit{American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language}, 3rd edn, 1992. Houghton Mifflin Company). While a continuum from headwaters to mouth (Vannote \textit{et al.}, 1980) is a reasonable representation of a stream in general, no specific river is a continuum. At any spatial scale, rivers are routinely divided into discrete parts based on non-arbitrary distinctions (e.g. Fig. 2). Further, in a river network, tributary junctions create ‘gaps’ in the expected downstream succession of habitats (Rice, Greenwood & Joyce, 2001; Church, 2002). Where two streams of approximately the same size meet, downstream habitat succession suddenly skips to a new trajectory as the stream size doubles. Where a small stream meets a large stream, the downstream habitat succession of the small stream jumps ahead toward that of the large stream, skipping over habitats typical of intermediate streams. As discussed earlier, stream ecologists have recognised the potential importance of resulting discontinuities (e.g. Sedell \textit{et al.}, 1989; Stanford & Ward, 1993; Townsend, 1996). Yet, in part because a river’s
physical template is generally viewed as a continuum, ecologists sometimes recognise the importance of discontinua and metastructure conceptually, but fail to incorporate the concepts into testable hypotheses, research design, site selection methods, or data analyses (but see Rice et al., 2001 for a notable exception). Ultimately, our failure to embrace spatial heterogeneity and fluvial dynamics as critical characteristics of lotic systems may be contributing to Fisher’s (1997) observed lag in the rate of new idea generation (Ward & Tockner, 2001).

The HPD perspective represents the physical template of a stream as a network of dynamic discontinua comprised of hierarchical patches. Therefore the HPD perspective is useful for studying and understanding patterns and processes observed in individual river systems. While the continuum view of rivers assumes that the structure or function of a stream segment will always be most similar to that of neighbouring segments, a discontinuum view makes no such assumption. At the network scale, a discontinuum view assumes that the individual stream segments are ecologically connected in the longitudinal dimension, but that the longitudinal arrangement of segments within every stream network is unique and dynamic over time (e.g. Rice et al., 2001). However, a discontinuum view does not reject the continuum view so much as subsume it; in some cases, the patchy arrangement of segments will happen to contain gradual transitions between elements and will approximate a continuum of conditions.

Viewing a stream as a discontinuum comprised of hierarchically nested patches has important implications for how we perceive stream structure, conceive hypotheses and design studies of lotic ecosystem dynamics. For instance, two predictions about discontinuities in stream systems can be derived from a HPD perspective, and both can be tested using a simple model designed to represent a patch hierarchy. Because stream networks provide the physical context for stream segments and any discontinuities between segments, the HPD perspective predicts:

P1: Ecological responses to discontinuities will vary depending on the location of the discontinuity along the longitudinal profile.

Notably, Ward & Stanford (1983, 1995) arrived at this same conclusion from empirical observations. Additionally, discontinuities between stream seg-

Fig. 8 Results from four modelling scenarios simulating concentrations of hypothetical solutes (Hynsite and Forsite) along a downstream profile. Single channel scenarios (a, c) assume no tributaries along the downstream profile while network scenarios (b, d) incorporate the effects of tributaries (see Fig. 11). Continuum scenarios (a, b) assume a continuous gradient of physical characteristics from headwaters to mouth while discontinuum scenarios (c, d) incorporate the effects of stream segment metastructure contained within the downstream profile (Fig. 12).

ments occur when there is an abrupt change in the lateral structure (and connectivity) of the stream along the longitudinal profile. Thus, we can predict:

P2: Ecological dynamics strongly influenced by lateral and vertical connectivity within segments
A simple model illustrates how physical context, structure and metastructure mediate the relative importance of connectivity vectors, and can therefore substantively influence longitudinal patterns of biological communities in a hypothetical system similar to a river network. The model is purely heuristic and is not intended as a realistic simulation of lotic ecosystem dynamics. Nevertheless, it illustrates how elements of the river continuum concept, serial discontinuity concept, flood pulse concept and hyporheic corridor concept might be mechanistically integrated and applied using the HPD perspective to study a unique river discontinuum.

In the model, concentrations of two biologically important solutes are simulated along a river corridor using simple equations (Appendix). The first solute is *Hynsite* (the biologically available form of *Hynsium*, a hypothetical element named for the river ecologist H.B.N. Hynes). Hynsite dynamics are driven by catchment processes and longitudinal interactions. Hynsite is delivered in solution from the surrounding basin at high concentrations, and is taken up by biota within the river channel. Thus, longitudinal connectivity drives Hynsite concentrations, and Hynsite concentrations decay along an idealised river continuum (Fig. 8a).

The second solute is *Forsite* (the biologically available form of *Forsium*, a hypothetical element named for the landscape ecologist R.T.T. Forman). Forsite dynamics are driven by lateral connectivity within stream segments. Only a small fraction of Forsium delivered to the stream from the catchment arrives as Forsite. However, where lateral and vertical connectivity are high, interactions between fluvial landscape...
elements on floodplain and in the hyporheic zone convert other forms of Forsium to Forsite. Therefore, along an idealised river continuum, Forsite concentration for a length of stream is the concentration that would not be altered as water passes through the length of the stream. Hynsite dynamics are most strongly influenced by longitudinal connectivity and Forsite by lateral connectivity (see text). (a) Assuming a gradual continuum along the river corridor, Hynsite equilibrium concentrations would be the highest in headwaters, where longitudinal biological processing is least efficient (Vannote et al., 1980), whereas lateral and vertical connectivity are enhanced in alluvial floodplains of middle reaches (Ward & Stanford, 1995). (b) By dividing the continuum into segments and reordering those segments, an alternative metastructure (a discontinuum) is created within the stream. (c) Based on the discontinuum metastructure, the pattern of equilibrium concentration and lateral connectivity along the stream would also be discontinuous.

Fig. 12 Hypothetical equilibrium solute concentrations and connectivity patterns along a river continuum vs. a river discontinuum. The equilibrium concentration for a length of stream is the concentration that would not be altered as water passes through the length of the stream. Hynsite dynamics are most strongly influenced by longitudinal connectivity and Forsite by lateral connectivity (see text). (a) Assuming a gradual continuum along the river corridor, Hynsite equilibrium concentrations would be the highest in headwaters, where longitudinal biological processing is least efficient (Vannote et al., 1980), whereas lateral and vertical connectivity are enhanced in alluvial floodplains of middle reaches (Ward & Stanford, 1995). (b) By dividing the continuum into segments and reordering those segments, an alternative metastructure (a discontinuum) is created within the stream. (c) Based on the discontinuum metastructure, the pattern of equilibrium concentration and lateral connectivity along the stream would also be discontinuous.

Four hypothetical species of aquatic insects respond to conditions influenced by the concentrations of Hynsite and Forsite (Fig. 9). Therefore, the concentration of Hynsite and Forsite can be used to determine the expected distribution of these insect species along an idealised river continuum (Fig. 10a).

By incorporating a network-type stream structure into the model (Fig. 11), the model can address the effects of discontinuities caused by tributary streams and simulate how Hynsite and Forsite concentrations in the main channel are affected by branching pattern (Fig. 8b). Similarly, by rearranging the order of stream segments along the main channel (Fig. 12b), the downstream patterns of factors influencing solute dynamics are changed (Fig. 12a versus 12c), and the model predicts how changes in the metastructure contained within the river system can affect expected patterns of solute concentration (Fig. 8c). When network structure (branching pattern) and metastructure are considered simultaneously, both the patterns of Forsite and Hynsite (Fig. 8d) and the resulting pattern of insect distributions (Fig. 10b) are strikingly different from that predicted using a classic river continuum as the habitat template.
The results of this simple model agree with the predictions (P1 and P2) outlined above. Simulated solute responses to serial discontinuities were more pronounced in the upper end of the catchment than in the lower end, confirming that ecological response to serial discontinuity may be dependent on the location of the discontinuity within the stream network. Further, Forsite was relatively unaffected by network structure, but highly influenced by metastructure (serial discontinuities) while the reverse was true for Hynsite, confirming that ecosystem processes influenced by lateral and vertical connectivity will be especially responsive to serial discontinuities. Finally, the predicted variability in aquatic insect community structure (Fig. 10b) suggests that incorporating the concepts of context, structure, and metastructure into the theoretical foundation of lotic system ecology may ultimately help to explain the complex biotic community patterns observed in the field (e.g. Rice et al., 2001).

While this simple model illustrates how context, structure and metastructure may be influential, more realistic ecosystem models are needed to simulate the spatial and temporal dynamics of lotic ecosystems (Wu & Loucks, 1995). Recently, ecosystem models have utilised object-oriented modelling approaches, which are especially compatible with the HPD perspective. Object-oriented modelling has its roots in object-oriented programming, a relatively recent departure from traditional computer programming techniques. Object-oriented computer programmes are developed as collections of programming objects, which are structured collections of information stored in a computer’s memory (Fig. 13).

When a programming object is created in the computer’s memory, the object is assigned to one of several object classes. The object’s class determines the format of the information contained within the object, thus providing an interpretative key for the object’s information. For instance, two object classes developed to model patch dynamics on a floodplain segment of a river might be called ‘reach’ and ‘patch’ and would represent a stream reach and a vegetation patch, respectively, in the model. The object structure associated with the ‘reach’ and ‘patch’ classes would be designed to contain information necessary to describe a stream reach or vegetation patch on the floodplain (Fig. 13).

Information contained within a programming object can be categorised as either a property or a method. The properties of an object describe the object’s characteristics (i.e. structure) and can be either static or dynamic over the course of a simulation. For example, an object representing a stream reach has properties including slope, hydraulic radius, roughness, water velocity and water depth. Methods associated with an object are programme subroutines that use the properties of an object to simulate the object’s behaviour (i.e. ecological function). Methods associated with a stream reach might include subroutines...

Fig. 13 A conceptual schematic of programming objects representing stream reaches and floodplain patches.
that calculate water inflow and outflow, nutrient transformations, or erosion and deposition. Some methods determine how an object changes over time by altering the properties of the object during a simulation. In order to model interactions between objects (e.g. elements of a landscape), methods often alter the properties of an object based on the properties of other objects. For instance, the amount of water flowing into a stream reach is determined in part by the river stage in the reach directly upstream. Thus, the volume of water in a stream reach during a simulation time-step is dependent in part on the volume of water in the upstream reach in the previous time-step, thereby creating a functional linkage between modelled objects.

Objects may contain references to other objects within their list of properties (see footnotes in Fig. 13). Thus, a stream reach object may contain references to other objects representing specific habitat units, such as pools, riffles and bars contained within the reach. Nested objects (in this case, landscape elements) within the computer model accurately represent relationships across hierarchical levels that confer physical context, structure and metastructure to landscape elements. Further, object-oriented models can simulate the ecological ramifications of changes in context, structure and metastructure simply by altering the properties of individual programming objects. Just as in real systems, changes in the properties of a single object will ripple through the simulation model and across spatial scales, resulting in changes in context or metastructure of landscape elements at other spatial scales.

There are at least three examples of lotic ecosystem models that illustrate application of an object-oriented HPD perspective to study reach, segment or network scale hydrology or ecology or both (Table 2, Fig. 14). However, none of the models fully implements the object-oriented approach described above. For instance, GEOMOD (D’Angelo et al., 1997) does not simulate ecosystem dynamics within alluvial ground water. RIFLS (Poole, 2000) takes a fully object-oriented modelling approach conceptually, but does not use object-oriented programming. The latest version of

**Table 2 Three lotic ecosystem models based on object-oriented modelling approaches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model (References)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GEOMOD (D’Angelo et al., 1997)</td>
<td>GEOMOD simulates the biological response to habitat unit metastructure contained within stream reaches. It describes reaches as composites of habitat units, documents the physical structure of each habitat unit, simulates carbon dynamics between three trophic levels of the food web based on the structure of the habitat unit and the longitudinal connectivity between units, and then predicts the pattern of carbon distribution among trophic levels along the stream reach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIFLS (Poole, 2000)</td>
<td>RIFLS simulates floodplain inundation, surface- and groundwater flow, and hyporheic exchange in three dimensions within a stream segment. RIFLS describes channel reaches, floodplain inundation zones, and aquifer zones as elements that combine to determine the structure of a stream segment. The model structure permits representation of heterogeneous anisotropic conditions in the alluvial aquifer. Whole-floodplain water flux is modeled as an emergent property of interactions between the hydrologic properties of each element, the metastructure of the elements, the structure of the floodplain, and spatial and temporal pattern of water delivery to the floodplain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHESSys* (Band et al., 1993, 2000; Nemani et al., 1993; MacKay &amp; Band, 1997)</td>
<td>RHESSys simulates carbon and nitrogen dynamics and water flux in terrestrial ecosystems. The model has evolved sufficiently, however, to converge with lotic ecosystem modeling at the stream network scale. It describes stream networks as a five tiered dynamic patch hierarchy spanning the entire range of scales outlined in Table 1 and Fig. 2 (though the finer-scale RHESSys hierarchical elements are designed to represent elements nested with hillslope rather than channels). Nutrient and carbon cycling and transformation are modeled within soil and canopy strata and transported within the catchment via interaction between patches at and across each scale of the hierarchy. Thus, network-scale nutrient dynamics are modeled as emergent properties of dynamics occurring at no less than four distinct hierarchical levels nested within a stream network.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Although RHESSys is a terrestrial ecosystem model, it is included here because it uses an object-oriented approach to route water on hill slopes and in channels at the stream network scale (Table 1, Fig. 2); see also Fisher (1997) for rationale extending aquatic ecosystem boundaries to ridge tops.

RHESSys (Band et al., 2000) fully implements a hierarchical, object-oriented modelling approach for hill slopes, but represents the stream network as an absorbing boundary between hill slopes rather than as a dynamic ecological system. However, in spite of these limitations, each of these models illustrates the utility of the HPD perspective for conceptualising, studying, modelling and understanding dynamic linkages between patches and across spatial scales in lotic ecosystems. Combined, GEOMOD, RIFLS, RHESSys and the simple model presented here (Appendix) illustrate how the HPD perspective and the concepts of context, structure and metastructure provide an useful framework for the development of computer simulation models by underscoring the benefits of object-oriented modelling.

Within the context of fluvial landscape ecology, Hynes’ (1975) commonly cited message still resonates: ‘In every respect, the valley rules the stream.’ In other words, context matters. Yet, for the fluvial landscape ecologist, a second message from Hynes’ lecture emerges as equally important: ‘Every stream is likely to be individual.’ In other words, metastructure matters. This second message is crucial because the HPD perspective starts with the premise that every lotic system is a unique discontinuum of hierarchically arranged habitat transitions at multiple spatial scales. The HPD perspective further assumes that many system dynamics cannot be understood without accounting for the context, structure and metastructure derived from the unique combination and interactions between hierarchical elements and subsystems that make up the ecosystem. If we as stream ecologists

Conclusions

Lotic ecosystems are patchy and strongly hierarchical. One of the challenges faced in developing improved understanding of fluvial landscapes is the melding of patch dynamics and hierarchy theory with existing tenets of lotic system ecology. As the nexus between ecology, geography and hydrology (Fig. 1), development of fluvial landscape ecology as a discipline holds promise for addressing these challenges. Since the patch structure of some river corridors is highly dynamic over the life span of an individual researcher, fluvial landscapes may serve as useful natural laboratories for integrating concepts of landscape ecology with those derived from hierarchy theory. Thus, although the emerging field of fluvial landscape ecology has to date borrowed heavily from the field of landscape ecology, the younger discipline may begin providing substantial new insights.

The HPD perspective provides a flexible and robust conceptual framework for fluvial landscape ecology because it views lotic ecosystems as a discontinuum of hierarchically nested and interactive elements. Specifically, the HPD perspective can: (1) integrate existing concepts from stream ecology, (2) address interactions between system elements within and across spatial scales using the concepts of context, structure and metastructure within a hierarchy and (3) yield specific guidance for the development of computer simulation models by underscoring the benefits of object-oriented modelling.

Within the context of fluvial landscape ecology, Hynes’ (1975) commonly cited message still resonates: ‘In every respect, the valley rules the stream.’ In other words, context matters. Yet, for the fluvial landscape ecologist, a second message from Hynes’ lecture emerges as equally important: ‘Every stream is likely to be individual.’ In other words, metastructure matters. This second message is crucial because the HPD perspective starts with the premise that every lotic system is a unique discontinuum of hierarchically arranged habitat transitions at multiple spatial scales. The HPD perspective further assumes that many system dynamics cannot be understood without accounting for the context, structure and metastructure derived from the unique combination and interactions between hierarchical elements and subsystems that make up the ecosystem. If we as stream ecologists
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have largely ignored Hynes' (1975) idea of uniqueness, perhaps it is because we have lacked both the analytic tools to address the unique nature of each stream's hierarchical habitat discontinuum and the framework to integrate the concept of uniqueness into our thinking. Therefore, an especially important contribution of fluvial landscape ecology would be the development of tools and techniques that facilitate a discontinuum view of lotic ecosystems and address both the interactions between streams and their valleys and the unique nature of each lotic ecosystem's patch hierarchy. Fulfilling this need may allow Hynes' idea of uniqueness to become as deeply engrained into lotic system ecology as his ideas on river and valley interactions.
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Appendix

A simple, hierarchical model of Hysite and Forsite solute dynamics divides the mainstem of a river into segments 5 km in length. The distribution of segments along the downstream profile (metastructure of segments) determines the downstream pattern of Hysite equilibrium concentration and lateral and vertical exchange (Fig. 12).

The model calculates change in Hysite concentration using a constant transformation rate multiplied by the difference between channel Hysite concentration and equilibrium concentration for the segment. Thus, the change in Hysite concentration is the greatest where the channel concentration is farthest from equilibrium. Once the change in Hysite concentration is applied to the Hysite discharged from upstream, the Hysite in a stream segment is calculated as the flow-weighted average of lateral Hysite inputs and upstream discharge:

$$S_x = [(S_{x-1} - S_{eq}) \cdot k \cdot S_{x-1} \cdot Q_{x-1} + S_b \cdot Q_b]/Q_x$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $S_x$ is the solute concentration in segment $x$, $S_{x-1}$ is the solute concentration in the segment upstream of segment $x$, $S_{eq}$ is the equilibrium solute concentration for segment $x$, $k$ is the solute transformation rate coefficient, $Q_{x-1}$ is the river discharge in the upstream segment, $S_b$ is the solute concentration delivered to each segment from the drainage basin, $Q_b$ is the hillslope water flow rate into each segment from the drainage basin, $Q_x$ is the discharge in segment $x$ (calculated as $Q_{x-1} + Q_b$). Forsite concentrations are simulated using two equations. The first equation is identical to Eqn (1), except $S'_{x-1}$ is substituted for $S_{x-1}$ and the equilibrium concentration for Forsite ($S_{eq}$) is assumed to be a constant, low value (0.01) along the stream course, thus eliminating longitudinal connectivity as an influence on Forsite concentrations.

The second equation calculates $S'_x$ by using the fraction of channel flow that is exchanged laterally/vertically between the channel and floodplain (Fig. 12) to find the weighted average of $S_x$ [from Eqn (1)] and the Forsite concentration associated with the flood–plain water and ground water (a constant, high value of 1.0):

$$S'_x = F \cdot L_x + S_x(1 - L_x)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $S'_x$ is the final solute concentration (incorporating lateral and vertical exchange) for segment $x$, $F$ is the solute concentration associated with floodplain, $L_x$ is the fraction instream flow exchanged laterally and vertically with floodplain in segment $x$, $S_x$ is the interim solute concentration (instream transformation plus inputs from the drainage basin) in segment $x$.

In simulations of Hysite and Forsite that consider network branching structure, Eqn (1) is modified at tributary confluences to add tributary water and solutes to the main channel:

$$S_x = [(S_{x-1} - S_{eq}) \cdot k \cdot S_{x-1} \cdot Q_{x-1} + S_b \cdot Q_b + S_y \cdot Q_y]/Q_x$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $S_y$ is the solute concentration at the mouth of the tributary, $Q_y$ is the discharge at the mouth of the tributary, $Q_x$ is the discharge in segment $x$ calculated as $Q_{x-1} + Q_b + Q_y$. Solute concentrations at the mouth of each tributary were determined by simulating solute dynamics along each tributary using Eqns (1) and (2).